PIONEERING NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION TO ENHANCE BUSINESS EFFICIENCY
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reTRESCO empowers companies to automatically generate high-quality texts based on data. As a pioneer in the field of AI-based language technologies, the Berlin-based tech company has been developing cross-industry solutions for the efficient and future-oriented automation of business processes since 2008.

Founded in Berlin 2008

70+ team members

120+ B2B customers

Customers in more than 8 countries

Solutions in multiple languages (DE, EN, IT, FR, NL e.g.)
RETRESCO’S SOLUTIONS EMPOWER A COMPELLING VALUE PROPOSITION

**UNDERSTAND**
- DATA & REDUCE COMPLEXITY

**SCALABLE VALUE-ADD**
- MORE REACH & BETTER CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
- ENTER NEW MARKETS

**OPTIMIZE**
- INCREASE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
- STRENGTHEN CORE COMPETENCIES
- UNDERSTAND DATA & REDUCE COMPLEXITY

**GROW**
- NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION

**TEXT**

**DATA**
MORE THAN 120 CUSTOMERS OPTIMISE THEIR BUSINESSES WITH SOLUTIONS BY RETresco
Open Source European Language Models ("GPT-EU" from EU for all languages) would be a huge scientific and industrial break trough for Europe. (OR hardware support for ML in exchange for free license)

Language data sets (voice&text), different usage channels (chat, dialogue, mail), annotated data sets (syntactic structures)

Support the scientific and academic world with our NLG technology (e.g. corpus generation, generation of training sets, etc.)
The European Language Grid has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement № 825627 (ELG).

Thank you!

European Language Grid - the primary platform for LT in Europe
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01/02/03-12-2020 META-FORUM 2020 – Piloting the European Language Grid (virtual conference)

http://www.european-language-grid.eu